Pirates/ Wild AnimalsEYFS
Summer 2018

PERSONAL, SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT





Pirates– work together on
a treasure hunt. We will
discuss about how pirates
steal things and is that the
right thing to do. Talk
about how pirates are not
home very often, how
would they feel about this.
Each Friday we will be
exploring a story with a
Personal / social and emotional focus . The children
will discuss the moral
meaning within the story
and how this relates to
their lives.







Pirates– Explore floating
and sinking as well as wet
and dry.



Dressing up and taking on
the role of a pirate.



Writing a sentence about
pirates and animals

Look at the different areas
of the world through pirate maps and locating
where different animals
live.



Create wanted posters.



Make story maps.



Exploration of the Jungle
Role play, including dressing up and exploring animal movements.

ICT– using ipads to explore different animals
and pirate treasure.
Exploration of different
habitats and how they
support wild life

Inspiration

Enrichment



Forest School



Role- play



Story books



Using songs and music



Video clips

Problem solving



Counting and ordering numbers to 20.



Adding and taking away using props



Halving objects and amounts



Money

MATHEMATICS

LITERACY

UNDERSTANDING THE
WORLD







Phonics—We will be finishing phase 3 phonics
and then revising all of
the sounds from phase 2
and 3. Children will practise reading and writing
words which contain trigraphs and digraphs.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT



Exploring throwing, catching and working as a team.



Daily dancing



May dance practice

COMMUNICATION AND
LANGUAGE



Read pirate stories and
sing pirate songs



Read stories including animals



Use props to retell the stories



Roleplay areas– Jungle and pirate ship
EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN



Make paper plate parrots, painting of pirates and wild animals.



Using water colours to paint flowers etc

Citizenship
Taking care of our playground, planting,
litter picking.

Values
Respect, Responsibility, Compassion

